What’s new for Autumn 2017

Innovative products for modern kitchens.

www.blanco-germany.com
Modern comeback of the Belfast-style sink.

BLANCO CRONOS XL 8.

The height of the front apron can be customised to coordinate with the kitchen design.

The Belfast-style sink is fitted with a large, hand-made BLANCO CLARON XL single bowl with a InFino® drain system.

BLANCO CRONOS is available in versions IF and U for installation in an 80-cm base cabinet.
The new versatility of SteelArt. BLANCO CLARON weld-in bowls – now also available in Durinox®.

Both the worktop and the side panels feature the filigree SolidEdge®.

The perfect complement for all Durinox® stainless steel worktops: BLANCO CLARON weld-in bowl in Durinox® – the innovative, velvety matt stainless steel finish. The seven new designs featuring the neat and elegant 10-mm radius design allow Durinox® fans to enjoy even greater creative scope in their kitchen design. The innovative finish of BLANCO Durinox® results in a surface that is more than twice as hard as conventional stainless steel with exceptional scratch-resistance.

However, STEELART also has an impressive collection of new products in addition to its sink range. The STEELART portfolio now contains the filigree SolidEdge® edge design for stainless steel side panels, which are the perfect complement for the strikingly thin 6-mm SolidEdge® worktops. In this elegant combination, the worktop and side panels blend together visually as one. The new side panels are available in all three STEELART finishes: stainless steel satin polish, silk matt and Durinox®.
BLANCO brings a brand new meaning to the concept of efficient meal preparation with the BLANCO COLLECTIS 6 S in SILGRANIT® PuraDur®. This modern, generously designed functional sink with the elegant, filigree edge and clear lines delights on every level, not just optically.

The central sorting bowl with the specially developed sorting basket offers entirely new possibilities for dealing with organic waste in the kitchen. When processing fruit, vegetables and salads, the cuttings can be moved from the exclusive, solid maple chopping board directly into the sorting basket in just a single movement. A practical cover is also available to go over the basket.

The COLLECTIS system becomes uniquely practical in the interplay with BLANCO SELECT and BLANCO FLEXON II. The sorting basket with cover can be hung into the 15 or 30-l bins of either waste system, or in the organiser drawer of the BLANCO SELECT Orga waste system. This innovation provides a hygienic, practically invisible temporary storage solution for organic waste, before disposal in the organic waste bin or on the compost heap.

The BLANCO COLLECTIS 6 S sink provides the added benefits of a spacious main bowl, a separate pouring spout, the high-quality InFino® drain system including remote control pop-ups, and the concealed C-overflow®.

The sorting basket and cover provide temporary storage for organic waste. Flowing work sequences with the chopping board and sorting basket.

Sink: BLANCO COLLECTIS 6 S, SILGRANIT® PuraDur®, white
Mixer tap: BLANCO FELISA-S, SILGRANIT® look, white

CombiColours
BLANCO SILGRANIT® PuraDur® colours
- anthracite
- rock grey
- alu metallic
- pearl grey
- white
- jasmine
- champagne
- tartufo
- nutmeg
- coffee

Zubehör optional
Maple chopping board
BLANCO SELECT
BLANCO FLEXON II
Sensor technology redefined.

BLANCO SOLENTA-S Senso with non-contact start/stop function.

This mixer tap sets new standards with its innovative sensor technology! At first sight, BLANCO SOLENTA-S appeals for its design and high quality. Inspired by professional mixer taps, the flexible shower hose offers a high level of comfort and a generous working radius. Encased in metal segments to prevent dirt residues from settling. The precise magnetic holder takes up the shower with almost magical ease. BLANCO SOLENTA-S also has an exclusive dual-jet spray with integrated change-over function. The mixer tap is easy to operate by means of the ergonomically positioned lever. However, SOLENTA-S Senso and its unique sensor technology with start/stop function is quite literally a highlight. The turning sensor with proximity detector is integrated in the shower arm and offers an entirely new functionality: contact-free operation.

The optimum space between the sensor and bowl ensures that operation is easy and prevents unintentional activation.

Reduced water consumption: Thanks to the unbeatably easy sensor control, only the required amount of water is drawn.

Start the water, stop the water without touching the mixer tap. Both hands are always free with SOLENTA-S Senso.
A towering stainless steel design.
BLANCO CANDOR-S.

Mixer tap: BLANCO CANDOR-S, brushed stainless steel

The high art of functional design.
BLANCO LANORA-S features a traditional L-shaped spout for increased convenience. Even large pans and vases can be filled without any problem. The control on the side is operated quickly and easily for ergonomic work sequences. The pull-out shower hose offers additional flexibility.

The clean design of BLANCO LANORA-S adds an attractive note to modern kitchens. A fine example of perfect workmanship, this solid stainless steel design is an expression of strong character and timeless elegance. The precision radial-brushed finish on the controls lends a delicate shine to the metal and feels pleasant to the touch.

With a vertical ‘off’ position, the controls allow greater creative scope to integrate splashbacks into the sink design. The default cold-start setting saves energy.

A modern design creates ample room to work.
BLANCO LANORA-S.

Mixer tap: BLANCO LANORA-S, brushed stainless steel

Round shapes for modern kitchens.
BLANCO CANDOR/-S, with its towering, harmoniously curved design is the ultimate expression of strength.

Manufactured from solid stainless steel, this clean design adds a touch of sophistication to modern kitchens. The high aesthetic standards of this premium mixer tap are reflected in the small details, such as the fine, radial-brushed finish on the controls.

The high, curved spout of the CANDOR/-S is a practical feature that provides ample room for easily filling saucepans and vases. These towering curves are what lends this stainless steel mixer tap its harmonious yet striking looks.

Particularly easy to operate, the CANDOR/-S has a number of smart features, including the control lever in a vertical ‘off’ position, which enables greater creative scope for integrating a splashback in the sink design. The start position at cold water provides further energy efficiency.

Concealed pull-out spray.
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Controls on the side – for ease and flexibility.

High arc spout for easy filling of pans and vases.
Rectilinear design and a wide range of features. BLANCO AMBIS/-S is a stunning combination of first-class materials and the highest standards of workmanship. With its timeless shape and sophisticated details worked into the metal, this modern stainless steel tap makes a clear statement in any exclusive kitchen design. The tap-head controls allow the mixer tap to be positioned over the sink or basin.

With a fixed spout or pull-out dual-jet shower hose, the BLANCO AMBIS/-S is the perfect solution for easy cleaning, washing up and food preparation. Made from solid stainless steel, this premium mixer tap stands up to the highest demands.

This new collection of mixer taps offers a range of clear benefits. Despite being a low tap, it features a large working radius due to the spout’s generous protrusion into the sink. The D-shaped lever on the tap is close to hand and easy to operate. The internal water pipe prevents water from coming into contact with metal parts – an important selling point. BLANCO NOTIS-S features a switch-operated shower hose. A flush-fitting button switches the flow of water between pearl and shower.

Both designs are available in chrome and in all ten SILGRANIT® colours.

BLANCO NOTIS
BLANCO NOTIS-S: Fixed spout version with an internal pipe system. No water comes into contact with the metal parts.
BLANCO NOTIS-S: Chrome
BLANCO NOTIS-S: SILGRANIT® look

BLANCO AMBIS
BLANCO AMBIS-S: brushed stainless steel
BLANCO AMBIS: A harmonious brushed finish lends AMBIS/-S a timeless elegance and a pleasant feel.
BLANCO AMBIS-S: Chrome
BLANCO AMBIS-S: SILGRANIT® look

A clear-cut, multi-purpose design.
BLANCO AMBIS/-S.

With a fixed spout or pull-out dual-jet shower hose, the BLANCO AMBIS/-S is the perfect solution for easy cleaning, washing up and food preparation. Made from solid stainless steel, this premium mixer tap stands up to the highest demands.

An easy-to-use button on the head of the mixer tap switches the flow of water between pearl and shower.

The harmonious, radial-brushed finish on the control lever and switch on the BLANCO AMBIS/-S lends these parts a pleasant feel.

A harmonious brushed finish lends AMBIS/-S a timeless elegance and a pleasant feel.

Extendable spray with switching function.

Ultimate style.
BLANCO NOTIS/-S.
What’s new in the BLANCO AXial concept.

BLANCO AXIA III 45 S / -F und 5 S / -F.

The BLANCO AXial concept is building on its previous success!

Following the successful launch of the third generation of AXIA designs – the 6 S and XL 6 S – we are now launching designs to fit 45-cm and 50-cm base cabinets.

Besides a design that flaunts neat lines and slender, flat edges, the SILGRANIT® PuraDur® sinks BLANCO AXIA III 45 S and BLANCO AXIA III 5 S ensure maximum use of space – perfect for designing a compact kitchen! The AXial concept is a popular system featuring a sliding chopping board for working into the main bowl, basket or drainer channel.

This modern design is fitted with the InFino® drain system, including round turn control and C-overflow® for the main bowl and pouring/drainer spout – a comprehensive, multi-functional solution that completes the first-class impression.

Both designs are available in all ten SILGRANIT® colours; the flush-fitted designs are available in six colours.

Sink: BLANCO AXIA III 5 S, SILGRANIT® PuraDur®, nutmeg
Mixer tap: BLANCO FELISA-S, SILGRANIT® look, nutmeg

BLANCO AXIA III 45 S, SILGRANIT® PuraDur®, jasmine
BLANCO AXIA III 5 S-F, SILGRANIT® PuraDur®, white
BLANCO AXIA III 45 S-F, SILGRANIT® PuraDur®, alu metallic
BLANCO AXIA III 5 S-F, for flushmount installation
BLANCO AXIA III 45 S, for top installation
BLANCO AXIA III 5 S-F, for flushmount installation

Accessories
Optional accessories
Multifunctional colander, stainless steel
Bridge chopping board, ash compound
Glass cutting board
More functionality
with the right accessories.
BLANCO accessories for sinks and bowls.

It's often the little things in life that make a difference. A sink can be made even more convenient by adding accessories. Allow us to introduce three new accessories that can be used with any of our designs.

Colander
Sink and drainer basket for food and dishes, but also a practical storage surface for washing-up utensils.
- Variable placement with stable support
- Effective, flexible use of the bowl
- Recommended for BLANCO DALAGO, METRA, ADON and PLEON

Top runners
Positioned on the edge of the bowl, the top runners form a bridge over the sink that allows the user to work on two levels.
- Numerous possible uses on the bowl and worktop
- Made of high quality stainless steel
- Recommended for BLANCO SUBLINE and PLEON in SILGRANIT®, as well as for ANDANO, SUPRA, CLARON, FLOW, JARON, ZEROX and CRONOS-IF

Bowl grid
Inserted in the bowl, the bowl grid creates an additional functional level for draining dishes, washing ingredients etc., while on the worktop it can be used as a trivet.
- Increases the versatility of a sink centre, but requires less space
- Made of high quality stainless steel
- Recommended for BLANCO PLEON and SUBLINE in SILGRANIT® and ceramic

BLANCO accessories
- Colander
- Top runners
- Bowl grid

Optional accessories
- Colander, anthracite
- Top runners, stainless steel
- Bowl grid, stainless steel
Simply log in to the BLANCO dealer portal.

Once in the dealer portal, click on “Order spare parts”, and you’ll be directed straight to our new shop.

BLANCO online service.
Welcome to the new BLANCO spare parts shop!

An essential part of our customer service is ensuring that customers receive spare parts both quickly and efficiently. To ensure this level of service, the BLANCO spare parts shop – part of the BLANCO dealer portal – has had a complete facelift, and now offers visually and technically optimised options.

The new interface has a clearer structure, so you can quickly and easily find the spare parts you need. Whether you’re looking for a basket strainer, multifunctional colander, washers or cartridges, you’ll immediately find what you need. It doesn’t matter whether you’re searching from your desktop in the office or your mobile device on the road, either.

Simply log in to the BLANCO dealer portal with your usual password and you’re ready to go! The shop is open whenever you need it – 24 hours a day! If you don’t have any log-in details yet, just click on “Register” under the log-in button to request your personal log-in. Once your request has been authorised, you can log in to the spare parts shop and order spare parts with a single click.

Why not give it a go?
The well-organised shopping-basket procedure provides a detailed summary of items in your basket before you confirm your purchase. If you require help at any time during your purchase, please feel free to contact a member of the BLANCO customer service team as usual during our opening hours.

Also for mobile use.